fleethQ™’s Tire Management Solution At Your Fingertips.

- Date Of Purchase
- Days Out Of Service
- Repair History
- Cost Per Mile
- Retreading Status
- Air Pressure
- D.O.T. Information
- Current Tread Depth
- Optimum Wheel Position
- Warranty Information & More
A Better Way To Manage Your Tires

All the critical information you need to know about your fleet’s tires is available to you in just a few clicks with TVTrack from fleetHQSM. An online tire management analytics tool, TVTrack informs you about the condition of your tires and helps you to better manage your tire performance for optimum value.

Three different information surveys – as well as a conclusive Fleet Report Summary – closely track the performance of your tires, helping you to evaluate if you’re using the right products and whether your maintenance program is helping to optimize your fleet’s performance. These surveys help to identify issues that may need your immediate attention.

TVTrack Provides You With:

- **The Detailed Fleet Evaluation You Need**
  All the detailed unit information you require such as mileage, transmission, manufacturer, application, horsepower and more can be recorded for your review. Tire data including condition, wear patterns, tread depth and D.O.T. code can also be captured.

- **A Yard Check That Shows The Overall Condition Of Your Tires**
  Quick and easy. Yard Checks take a sampling of the vehicles in your fleet to offer a broad overview of top-line data so you can know the condition of your fleet’s tires.

- **A Scrap Analysis That Can Help You Save Money**
  This analysis provides you with information about the wear conditions of your scrapped tires as well as potential reasons they were scrapped. TVTrack helps you to identify patterns and issues so you can make decisions for the future that may help save you money.

- **A Fleet Report Summary Of Wear Conditions**
  This summary provides you with an overview of your fleet’s tire conditions. This information will help you make informed tire purchasing decisions and help you optimize the life of current and future inventories.
Inputting Data Is Quick And Easy

TVTrack is a web-based tool that allows anyone on your team to quickly input tire information. All you need is a computer or smartphone with a current-generation web browser and an internet connection. Bluetooth data capture will soon be available for hand-held devices. With your information recorded in the TVTrack tire management system, you’ll have the ability to benchmark and compare your fleet data with similar fleets. It will help you make better choices when purchasing new tires and retreads.

Start Using TVTrack Today!

See how TVTrack can put your fleet’s tire information within reach. To sign up:

• Dealers go to tirehq.com.
• Fleets go to fleethq.com.

Or call your Goodyear Representative today for more information.
fleetHQ offers an array of premium benefits to help reduce your operating costs. These benefits go beyond tires and extend to services and information that help make it easier to do business. In the past, these advantages were available exclusively to the largest national fleets. fleetHQ makes them available to fleets of every size, including owner/operators.

Join fleetHQ Today
The sooner you join, the sooner you’ll discover how fleetHQ makes your business easier to manage. On the road or in your office, you can count on fleetHQ for innovative solutions like TVTrack Tire Management System.

There’s no cost to join, so contact your local fleetHQ Dealer today. For more information, go to www.fleetHQ.com, or call the fleetHQ Solution Center at 1.866.fleetHQ (866.353.3847).

“We’re saving in excess of 20% in our total tire program, thanks to fleetHQ.”*

- Robert Kreglow
  Transportation Manager
  Ohio Eastern Express

*Your results may vary based on road and hauling conditions and maintenance practices.

1-866-353-3847 / www.fleetHQ.com